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TWAP Groundwater
  - Digital Questionnaire for Data Collection -

1. Introduction 

The Transboundary Waters Assessment programme (TWAP) is a GEF funded initiative to conduct a global 

baseline assessment of five Transboundary water systems: Groundwater, Rivers, Lakes, Large marine 

ecosystems and Open oceans. For more information:

 www.geftwap.org

For the groundwater or aquifers component, the assessment data will be collected through networks of 

national experts by means of a questionnaire. The questionnaire (excel worksheet) has been designed by 

the IGRAC – the International Groundwater Centre ‐ and is based on the methodology for the TWAP 

Assessment of Transboundary Aquifers. This methodology has been developed by a group of 

international experts under the coordination of UNESCO‐IHP in the preparation phase of the project. The 

methodology is available for download from:

www.twap.isarm.org

Before you start filling out the questionnaire:

- Please, provide data only for your National Segment of the TBA (NOT for the whole TBA)

- Please, use the comments box at the end of each section to clarify your answers and/or 

provide additional information to facilitate the data interpretation 

- Refer to the document ‘ TWAP_Groundwater_Guide.pdf ’ for instructions on how to fill 

out this questionnaire (you might want to print this guide to have it as a reference while 

filling out the questionnaire.
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TWAP Groundwater
  - Digital Questionnaire for Data Collection -

2. Personal Details

TWAP National Coordinator:

Post code:

Address:

Given name(s):

Surname:

Organization:

Position:

Organization website:

Department:

Field of Expertise:

<choose from list>

City:

Country:

E-mail:

Phone (1):

Phone (2):

Please, specify which section(s) you have contributed to, by listing the numbers of the questions you have helped to answer:

Contributing National Experts:

Contributor 1:

Organization website:

Given name(s):

Organization:

Department:

Surname:

Please, specify which section(s) you have contributed to, by listing the numbers of the questions you have helped to answer:

Position:

Address:

Field of expertise:

Post code:

City:

Country: <choose from list>

Phone (1):

Phone (2):

E-mail:

Please, specify which section(s) you have contributed to, by listing the numbers of the questions you have helped to answer:
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Contributor 2:

Contributor 3:

Phone (2):

E-mail:

Phone (1):

Post code:

City:

Country: <choose from list>

Field of expertise:

Address:

Department:

Position:

Organization website:

Please, specify which section(s) you have contributed to, by listing the numbers of the questions you have helped to answer:

Surname:

Given name(s):

Organization:
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Contributor 3:

Phone (1):

Phone (2):

Please, specify which section(s) you have contributed to, by listing the numbers of the questions you have helped to answer:

Country: <choose from list>

E-mail:

Address:

Post code:

City:

Organization website:

Field of expertise:

Organization:

Department:

Position:

Given name(s):

Surname:
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Contributor 4:

Contributor 5:

Please, specify which section(s) you have contributed to, by listing the numbers of the questions you have helped to answer:

Surname:

Given name(s):

E-mail:

Phone (1):

Phone (2):

City:

Country: <choose from list>

Position:

Organization website:

Surname:

Organization:

Department:

Given name(s):

Field of expertise:

Address:

Post code:
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Phone (2):

Country: <choose from list>

E-mail:

Post code:

Phone (1):

City:

Position:

Address:

Organization website:

Department:

Organization:

Please, specify which section(s) you have contributed to, by listing the numbers of the questions you have helped to answer:

Field of expertise:
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TWAP Groundwater
  - Digital Questionnaire for Data Collection -

3. User references 

N
Reference

(Compulsory)

Author 

(Compulsory field)

Title 

(Compulsory field)
Journal

Year 

(Compulsory field)
Publisher Editor Institution Language

Hyperlink to internet site 

(if available online)

Format: LastNameFirstAuthor,Year

<choose from list>

example Margat,2013 Book Margat, J., van der Gun, J. Groundwater around the World ‐ 

A geographical synopsis

n.a. 2013 CRC Press/Balkema n.a. n.a. English n.a.

1 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

2 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

3 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

4 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

5 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

6 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

7 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

8 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

9 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

10 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

Document type 

(Compulsory field)

Please enter in the table below the references 

you have used to fill out this questionnaire Next

10 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

11 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

12 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

13 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

14 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

15 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

16 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

17 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

18 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

19 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

20 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

21 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

22 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

23 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

24 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

25 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

26 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

27 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

28 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

29 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

30 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

31 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

32 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

33 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

34 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

35 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

36 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

37 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

38 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

39 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

40 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

41 <enter new reference> <choose from list>
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42 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

43 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

44 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

45 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

46 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

47 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

48 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

49 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

50 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

51 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

52 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

53 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

54 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

55 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

56 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

57 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

58 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

59 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

60 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

61 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

62 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

63 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

64 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

65 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

66 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

67 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

68 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

69 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

70 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

71 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

72 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

73 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

74 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

75 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

76 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

77 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

78 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

79 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

80 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

81 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

82 <enter new reference> <choose from list>
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81 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

82 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

83 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

84 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

85 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

86 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

87 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

88 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

89 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

90 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

91 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

92 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

93 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

94 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

95 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

96 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

97 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

98 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

99 <enter new reference> <choose from list>

100 <enter new reference> <choose from list>
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TWAP Groundwater
  - Digital Questionnaire for Data Collection -

4. Transboundary Aquifer to be assessed

Please, follow the steps below to select the transboundary aquifer for which you will provide information in this questionnaire. If you are 

having difficulties identifying the aquifer, please have a look to the maps in the document  "TWAP_Groundwater_Guide.pdf" which was 

provided with this questionnaire. In this document you will find maps of the transboundary aquifers that TWAP aims to assess.

This questionnaire is for one aquifer only. You will need a separate copy of the questionnaire for each transboundary aquifer you are assessing.

Select the Transboundary aquifer from the list in the pull down menu. The Transboundary Aquifers in your region are also listed on the right 

side of the screen and in the TWAP_Groundwater_Guide.pdf. Important: If the aquifer is not listed, please contact us at 

twap.groundwater@un-igrac.org

<choose from list>

4. 2. Name of Transboundary Aquifer 

<automatically filled based on country>TWAP Region:

4.1. Choose the country you are representing: <choose from list>

Definition: A Transboundary aquifer  is an Aquifer or aquifer system, parts of which are situated in different 'States' [1]

[1] International Law Commission, ‘Draft Articles on the Law of Transboundary Aquifers’, (May 2008) UN Doc. A/CN.4/L.724.

TBA reference code on map:

4.3. Aquifer States

Definition: An Aquifer State is a country with sovereignty over the portion of a transboundary aquifer or aquifer system located within its 

territory. [1]

[1] International Law Commission, ‘Draft Articles on the Law of Transboundary Aquifers’, (May 2008) UN Doc. A/CN.4/L.724.

<choose from list>

Choose the aquifer states within the selected 

Transboundary Aquifer:

<choose from list>

<choose from list>

TBA reference code on map:

<choose from list>

<choose from list>

<choose from list>

<choose from list>

<choose from list>

<choose from list>

If you don't agree with the name given to the aquifer, please state the correct name for the  transboundary aquifer:
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TWAP Groundwater
  - Digital Questionnaire for Data Collection -

5. Aquifer Geometry

Key variables and parameters:

          Based on no‐flow boundaries                                Based on topography

Please, use the comments box at the end of the section if you need to clarify any of your answers and/or provide additional information to 

facilitate the data interpretation.

5.1. Geo-referenced boundary of Transboundary Aquifer (System)   [ESSENTIAL]

Definition of Aquifer Geometry: Polygon depicting outline of the whole aquifer. 

Please note: this may be considerably different from the delineation of the outcrop of the aquifer. The map should consider the full horizontal 

extent of the hydrogeological formation. For aquifer systems depict delineation of the complete aquifer system as if it were one single unit.

5.1.1. Do you agree with the delineation of the aquifer as shown in the map in TWAP_Groundwater_Guide.pdf?

<choose from list>

 <automatically filled based on answer>

5.1.2. If you agree with the aquifer delineation, please, choose what type of information is the delineation based on? [more than one answer is 

possible] 

          Based on no‐flow boundaries                                Based on topography

          Based on lithological

          properties/geology
                               Based on administrative boundaries

          Based on groundwater quality

<choose from list> <choose from list> <choose from list>

5.1.3. Select already entered reference from pull down menu below or first

5.2. Aquifer type [ESSENTIAL]

5.2.1. Is the aquifer a single layer aquifer or an aquifer system consisting of two or more aquifers (layers) that are hydraulically connected?

<choose from list>

5.2.2. If the selected TBA is an Aquifer System,please specify number of aquifer layers:

click here to enter new reference
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Average value Maximum value Minimum value

5.3. Groundwater level, Aquifer Thickness and Depth   [ESSENTIAL]

Definition: The depth to the top of the aquifer formation  is the average distance from ground-level to the top of the aquifer formation. In 

unconfined aquifers this is zero (0) meters.

Definition: The vertical thickness of the aquifer (system) is the distance between the top and the bottom of the aquifer(system) formation. For 

aquifer systems a second measure will need to be provided excluding the thickness of the acuicludes that separate the different aquifer layers (see 

figure below)

5.3.1.  Distance from ground surface to groundwater table or piezometric level [m]:
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Average value Maximum value Minimum value

Average value Maximum value Minimum value

<choose from list> <choose from list> <choose from list>

5.3.2.  Depth to top of aquifer formation [m]:

5.3.8. Check this box if there is no information/knowledge available to answer this question or any of the sub-questions

5.3.3.  Full Vertical thickness of the aquifer (system) including aquitards / aquicludes [m]:

5.3.4. If this is an Aquifer System, please, provide total thickness excluding thickness of aquitards [m]:

5.3.5. Indicate what type of information was used for these estimates:

<choose from list>

5.3.6. Select already entered reference from pull down menu below or first

5.3.7. Do you have a cross-section available from existing literature / reports / hydrogeological maps, etc?

Please, send the cross-section together with this questionaire and fill in required data in the list of attachments (Section 10. Spatial information)

<choose from list> <automatic based on answer>

click here to enter new reference
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<choose from list> <choose from list> <choose from list>

5.4.3. Check this box if there is no information/knowledge available to answer this question or any of the sub-questions

Space for comments.

Please, provide comments you might consider necessary to clarify any of your answers in this section:

5.4. Degree of confinement  [ESSENTIAL]

5.4.1. Choose from the list the predominant hydraulic conditions across the aquifer:

<choose from list>

5.4.2. Select already entered reference from pull down menu below or first click here to enter new reference
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TWAP Groundwater
  - Digital Questionnaire for Data Collection -

6. Hydrogeological aspects

Key variables and parameters:

Please, use the comments box at the end of the section if you need to clarify any of your answers and/or provide additional 

information to facilitate the data interpretation.

6.1.1. Is there significant difference between years in terms of volume and frequency of recharge?

<choose from list>

6.1.2. Enter the average annual volume of recharge that reaches the aquifer in your national aquifer segment [m3/yr]:

6.1. Mean Aquifer Recharge [ESSENTIAL]

Definiton:  Recharge  is the recharge or replenishment of natural, induced and artificial origin. Calculate annual mean aquifer 

recharge using data from the period 2000-2010. If you don't have data for this period, please specify in the comment box at the end 

of the section which period you have used.

The Recharge zone(s)  is the area where most or all of the recharge of an aquifer occurs [1].

[1] J. Margat and J. van del Gun, 2013. Groundwater around the World. A Geographic Synopsis. CRC Press/Balkema, Leiden, The 

Netherlands.

Period of time between main recharge 

events [yr]:

       1. Give an estimation (%):

       2. Unknown

<choose from list>

<choose from list> <choose from list> <choose from list>

<automatic based on answer>

6.1.3. If your answer to question 1 is YES: 

6.1.4. (Estimate of) areal extend of significant recharge area(s)  (km2):

Enter the volume of recharge due to extreme events in your national aquifer segment 

[m3]:

<choose from list>

6.1.2. Enter the average annual volume of recharge that reaches the aquifer in your national aquifer segment [m3/yr]:

6.1.8. Choose already entered reference from User References  list or first

6.1.6. On what type of data / research is the estimate of recharge based?

6.1.7. Do you have a map available indicating the zone(s) of significant recharge and possibly also including the distribution of 

recharge values?  

For aquifer systems: If relevant, provide different maps for different aquifers (layers) of the aquifer system.

6.1.5. What percentage of total groundwater recharge is natural recharge?  [Choose an option]

6.1.9. Check this box if there is no information/knowledge available to answer this question or any of the sub-questions

click here to enter new reference
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        2.5 Sedimentary rocks ‐ Evaporite

<choose from list> <choose from list> <choose from list>

6.2.2. Choose already entered reference from User References  list or first

6.2. Predominant aquifer lithology  [ESSENTIAL]

6.2.1. Choose most prominent lithology class from the list bellow [please select only one option]

6.3. Predominant type of porosity (or voids) [ESSENTIAL]

Definition: Voids (interstices) are defined by Margat & van der Gun (2013) [1]  as open spaces within subsurface unconsolidated 

sediments and rock formations, allowing fluids to flow or be stored underground. 

Definition of Primary porosity: porosity formed during the deposition of the sediment or from vesicles in igneous rocks.

Definition of Secondary porosity:  porosity formed by either dissolution or fracturing after lithification of the rock.

Definition of Connectivity:  interconnected porosity that contributes to groundwater flow. 

[1] J. Margat and J. van del Gun, 2013. Groundwater around the World. A Geographic Synopsis. CRC Press/Balkema, Leiden, The 

Netherlands.

6.2.3. Check this box if there is no information/knowledge available to answer this question or any of the sub-questions

click here to enter new reference

Sediment ‐ Sand

Sediment ‐ Gravel

Sedimentary rocks ‐ Shale

Sedimentary rocks ‐ Sandstone

Sedimentary rocks ‐ Limestone

Sedimentary rocks ‐ Dolostone

Sedimentary rocks ‐ Evaporite

Crystalline rocks ‐ Granite

Crystalline rocks ‐ Basalt

Metamorphic rocksSediment ‐ Silt ‐ Clay
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Primary Porosity 

[only one answer possible]

Secondary Porosity 

[only one answer possible]

Connectivity

[only one answer possible]

<choose from list> <choose from list> <choose from list>

6.3.1. Choose most prominent type of porosity in the national segment of the aquifer (system):

6.3.3. Choose already entered reference from User References  list or first

6.3.4. Check this box if there is no information/knowledge available to answer this question or any of the sub-questions

6.3.2. If you are describing an aquifer system, please choose the option that best describes the vertical connectivity between 

aquifers (layers) [please select only one option]

click here to enter new reference

1.1. High primary porosity 
fine/medium sedimentary 
deposits

1.2. Very high primary porosity 
gravels/pebbles

1.3. Low primary porosity 
intergranular porosity

2.1. Secondary porosity: 
Dissolution

2.2. Secondary porosity: 
Weathering

2.3. Secondary porosity: Fractures

3.1. High horizontal connectivity

3.2. Low horizontal connectivity

4.1. Low vertical connectivity 
(Aquifer system)

4.2. High vertical connectivity 
(Aquifer system)

2.4. No secondary porosity
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Average Value of Transmissivity  

(m2/d)

Maximum value of Transmissivity 

(m2/d)

Minimum Value of Transmissivity 

(m2/d)

<choose from list>

<choose from list> <choose from list> <choose from list>

6.5. Total groundwater volume in the aquifer [ESSENTIAL]

6.5.2. Choose methodological approach you have used to reach that value:

<choose from list>

6.4.5. Choose already entered reference from User References  list or first

Total volume of groundwater = [saturated volume of aquifer] X [porosity].

6.4.1. Fill in the (estimate) value of transmissivity for the the national aquifer segment in your country:

6.4.4. Do you have a map available indicating the main groundwater flow direction?

<automatic based on answer>

<choose from list>

Definition: Transmissivity is the rate at which water is transferred through a unit width of an aquifer under a unit hydraulic gradient 
[1] . 

[1] World Meteorological Organization (WMO) and UNESCO International Hydrological Programme (IHP), 2012. International 

Glossary of Hydrology. WMO, Geneva, Switzerland.

6.4. Transmissivity [ESSENTIAL]

6.4.3. Choose methodological approach you have used to reach that value:

6.4.2. If available specify the (horizontal) conductivity of the aquifer .

6.4.6. Check this box if there is no information/knowledge available to answer this question or any of the sub-questions

6.5.1. Please, provide the total volume of water in the acuifer (unit: km3, where 1 km3 = 1 x 10^9 m3)

click here to enter new reference

click here to enter new reference
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<choose from list> <choose from list> <choose from list>

6.5.3. Choose already entered reference from User References  list or first

6.5.4. Check this box if there is no information/knowledge available to answer this question or any of the sub-questions

click here to enter new reference
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Groundwater depletion  is the reduction of the stored volume of groundwater in an aquifer. It is a quantity aggregated over the 

entire aquifer system. In this case the estimated groundwater depletion will be representative of current conditions and related to a 

relatively long period (preferably the period between 2000-2010) . It is expressed in m 3 /yr.  (Note that in some cases the 'depletion' 

may be negative, i.e. accretion or increase of the stored volume)

The decrease in groundwater volume in the aquifer is estimated either on the basis of groundwater level observations (taking into 

account the locally valid storage coefficient) or by using a reliable groundwater simulation model. 

6.6. Long-term trend of groundwater depletion or groundwater level decline [ESSENTIAL]
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<choose from list> <choose from list> <choose from list>

6.6.3. Choose already entered reference from User References  list or first

6.6.1. Estimated groundwater depletion in km3/yr for the period 2000-2010:

6.6.2. Choose methodological approach you have used to reach that value:

<choose from list>

6.6.4. Check this box if there is no information/knowledge available to answer this question or any of the sub-questions

click here to enter new reference
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Optional parameters and variables

<choose from list> <choose from list> <choose from list>

1. springs 4. submarine outflow

2. river base flow 5. evapo(transpi)ration

3. outflow into lakes 6. groundwater flow into another aquifer

6.8.1. Choose from the list the most predominant groundwater discharge mechanism in the aquifer:

Recharge is the recharge or replenishment of  groundwater  by  recharge from ‘natural’ origin (rainfall, runoff, seepage from rivers 

or lakes, etc.), and recharge induced by human activity (artificial or induced recharge; return flows or other replenishment by used 

water; surfacing of terrain, etc.) [1]

Sources of groundwater recharge could be:

1. Precipitation on  aquifer area

2. Runoff into  aquifer area

3. Infiltration from surface water body

4. Recharge from glaciers

5. Human induced recharge

[1] UNESCO-IHP, IGRAC and WWAP, 2012. GEF-TWAP Methodology on Transboundary Aquifers - Revised Version August 2012.

6.7.1. Choose from the list the most predominant source of groundwater recharge in the aquifer:

<choose from list>

6.7.2. Choose already entered reference from User References  list or first

6.8. Predominant natural groundwater discharge mechanism [OPTIONAL]

Natural discharge mechanisms can be:

6.7.3. Check this box if there is no information/knowledge available to answer this question or any of the sub-questions

6.7. Predominant source of Recharge [OPTIONAL]

click here to enter new reference
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<choose from list> <choose from list> <choose from list>

<choose from list> <choose from list> <choose from list>

6.9.2. Choose methodological approach you have used to reach that value:

<choose from list>

6.9.3. Choose already entered reference from User References  list or first

6.8.1. Choose from the list the most predominant groundwater discharge mechanism in the aquifer:

<choose from list>

Definition: A spring  is considered to be any place in the aquifer area where water emerges naturally from rock or soil onto land, or 

into surface water, i.e. artesian springs, fault springs, joint springs, mineral springs or thermal springs [1] . 

Definition: The total discharge in the aquifer by springs is the  total volumetric flow per year [m3/yr] of all springs originating from 

the aquifer / aquifer system.

[1] World Meteorological Organization (WMO) and UNESCO International Hydrological Programme (IHP), 2012. International 

Glossary of Hydrology. WMO, Geneva, Switzerland.

6.9.1. Enter value of total annual discharge [m3/yr]:

6.8.2. Choose already entered reference from User References  list or first

6.9. Total groundwater discharge by springs [OPTIONAL]

6.8.3. Check this box if there is no information/knowledge available to answer this question or any of the sub-questions

6.9.4. Check this box if there is no information/knowledge available to answer this question or any of the sub-questions

click here to enter new reference

click here to enter new reference
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Space for comments.

Please, provide comments you might consider necessary to clarify any of your answers in this section:

Next
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TWAP Groundwater
  - Digital Questionnaire for Data Collection -

7. Environmental aspects

Key variables and parameters:

7.1. Suitability for human consumption / natural groundwater quality  [ESSENTIAL]

7.1.1. Fill in the % of aquifer area where natural groundwater quality DOES NOT satisfy local  drinking water standards:

Please, use the comments box at the end of the section if you need to clarify any of your answers and/or provide additional 

information to facilitate the data interpretation.

Areal extent of the aquifer where groundwater is found of which natural quality DOES NOT satisfy local  drinking water 

standards. This means: indicate parts of the aquifer with for example high natural arsenic or fluoride concentrations or high 

natural salinity. The area containing groundwater which is NOT suitable for human consumption has to be expressed as a 

percentage of the total surface area of aquifer.

This includes situations where human activities have mobilised elements which were already naturally present in the aquifer

7.1.2. To what depth does natural groundwater quality NOT satisfy local  drinking water standards:

            1. Only superficial layers

<choose from list>

<choose from list> <choose from list> <choose from list>

<automatic based on answer>

7.1.6. Choose already entered reference from User References  list or first

            1. Only superficial layers

            2. Significant part of the aquifer

            3. The whole thickness of the aquifer

7.1.3.. What are the main pollutants of natural origin affecting natural groundwater quality? 

[more than one answer is possible]

7.1.5. Choose methodological approach you have used to reach that value:

<choose from list>

7.1.7. Check this box if there is no information/knowledge available to answer this question or any of the sub-questions

7.1.4. Is there any map showing occurrence of saline groundwater, fluoride and/or arsenic, and is the map attached to this 

questionnaire?

click here to enter new reference

1. Natural salinity 2. Fluoride 3. Arsenic 4. Others. Please, specify:
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           1. Landfills/waste disposal sites              6. Agricultural practices (irrigation, pesticides, fertilizers)

           2. Households              7. Mining activities

           3. Municipalities              8. Oil/gas production and transport activities

           4. Industrial waste disposal              9. Leakage through boreholes

           5. Military sites              10. Unknown

            1. Salinisation             4. Pathogens             7. Industrial organic compounds

            2. Nitrogen species             5. Pesticides             8. Termal pollution

            3. Hydrocarbons             6. Heavy metals             9. Unknown

7.2.3. If significant pollution has been identified, please, specify to what depth is groundwater affected:

7.2. Groundwater pollution [ESSENTIAL]

7.2.5. Indicate the most important pollutants affecting aquifers groundwater quality  [more than one answer is possible]:

7.2.4. Indicate the most important sources of groudwater pollution in the aquifer [more than one answer is possible]:

Pollution is considered any aspect of water quality (chemical, biological, thermal) which is caused by people and which interferes 

with the intended use of the groundwater. Here we assess pollution by defining the zones with groundwater pollution in the 

aquifer area. This can be zones with pollution from point sources (e.g. industrial spills) or zones which suffer from diffuse 

pollution (for example from  agriculture practices). 

7.2.2. If pollution is significant and sufficient data are available, please specify the estimated % of the aquifer's area that is 

affected by pollution:

7.2.1.Choose the option that better represents the groundwater quality in your national segment of the aquifer:

7.2.6. Choose methodological approach you have used to reach that value:

            2. Significant part of the aquifer

            3. The whole thickness of the aquifer

           1. No pollution has been identified

           2. Some pollution has been identified / suspected but areal extend not expecified

           3. Significant pollution has been identified

            1. Only superficial layers
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<choose from list>

<choose from list> <choose from list> <choose from list>

<automatic based on answer>

7.2.8. Choose already entered reference from User References  list or first

7.2.7. Are major polluted zones located in a map and is the map attached to this questionaire?

<choose from list>

7.2.6. Choose methodological approach you have used to reach that value:

7.2.9. Check this box if there is no information/knowledge available to answer this question or any of the sub-questions

click here to enter new reference
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Optional variables and parameters:

<choose from list>

<choose from list>

<choose from list> <choose from list> <choose from list>

<automatic based on answer>

7.3.3. Choose methodological approach you have used to reach that value:

7.3.1. Indicate the extension of the aquifer where the depth to the groundwater table is less than 5 m below soil surface. 

Please give area as a percentage of the total aquifer area. 

Space for comments.

Please, provide comments you might consider necessary to clarify any of your answers in this section:

7.3.6. Choose already entered reference from User References  list or first

<choose from list>

<automatic based on answer>

7.3.5. Are maps available with the location(s) of groundwater dependent ecosystems ?

7.3.7. Check this box if there is no information/knowledge available to answer this question or any of the sub-questions

7.3. Shallow groundwater table  [OPTIONAL]

7.3.4. Are maps available indicating depth to groundwater table ? 

7.3.2. Indicate % of the aquifer are covered by groundwater dependent ecosystems:

click here to enter new reference
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TWAP Groundwater
  - Digital Questionnaire for Data Collection -

8. Socio-economic aspects

Key variables and parameters:

Please, use the comments box at the end of the section if you need to clarify any of your answers and/or provide additional 

information to facilitate the data interpretation.

8.1. Total groundwater abstraction [ESSENTIAL]

Definiton: Total groundwater abstraction is  the sum of all groundwater withdrawals by people from a given national segment of 

a TBA  from wells or any other devices to abstract groundwater. 

Data on groundwater abstraction may be available from data bases. Where such databases are lacking groundwater abstraction 

may be estimated on the basis of estimated water use (e.g. domestic, irrigation and industrial). 

Please provide a value which is representative of the year 2010.

8.1.2. Choose the methodological approach you have used to reach that value:

<choose from list>

8.1.3. Is there any map depicting the zones of major groundwater abstraction?

8.1.1. Please, provide the mean annual volume of groundwater abstraction in the national segment of the aquifer located in 

your country (m3/yr) for the year 2010:

<choose from list>

<choose from list> <choose from list> <choose from list>

Optional parameters and variables

Groundwater abstraction for 

domestic/public water use  (m3/yr)

Groundwater abstraction for agricultural 

and livestock water use (m3/yr)

Groundwater abstraction for industrial 

water use (including mining)  

(m3/yr)

<choose from list> <choose from list> <choose from list>

8.2. Groundwater abstraction by type of use  [OPTIONAL]

8.1.4. Choose already entered reference from User References  list or first

8.1.5. Check this box if there is no information/knowledge available to answer this question or any of the sub-questions

8.2.2. Choose methodological approach you have used to reach that value:

8.1.3. Is there any map depicting the zones of major groundwater abstraction?

<automatic based on answer>

8.2.1. Fill in the mean annual volume of groundwater withdrawal (abstraction) in (m3/yr) for the year 2010

<choose from list>

The value provided has to be representative of the year 2010.

8.2.3. Choose already entered reference from User References  list or first

8.2.4. Check this box if there is no information/knowledge available to answer this question or any of the sub-questions

click here to enter new reference

click here to enter new reference
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<choose from list> <choose from list> <choose from list>

Abstraction for domestic/public water use  

(m3/yr)

Abstraction for agricultural water use 

(m3/yr)

Abstraction for industrial water use 

(including mining)  

 (m3/yr)

<choose from list> <choose from list> <choose from list>

Space for comments.

8.4.4. Check this box if there is no information/knowledge available to answer this question or any of the sub-questions

The value provided has to be representative of the year 2010.

8.3.4. Check this box if there is no information/knowledge available to answer this question or any of the sub-questions

8.3.2. Choose methodological approach you have used to reach that value:

<choose from list>

8.4. Blue water Abstraction (fresh groundwater + fresh surface water) by type of use [OPTIONAL]

8.4.1. Fill in the mean annual volume of groundwater and surface fresh water abstraction (m3/yr) for 2010:

<choose from list>

8.4.3. Choose already entered reference from User References  list or first

8.4.2. Choose methodological approach you have used to reach that value:

8.3.3. Choose already entered reference from User References  list or first

8.3. Total Blue Water Abstraction  [ESSENTIAL]

Definition: Total Blue Water Abstraction is the total withdrawal (abstraction) of fresh surface water and groundwater.

Please provide a value which is representative of the year 2010.

8.3.1. Fill in the mean Annual volume (m3/yr) of Total Blue Water abstraction for the year 2010:

click here to enter new reference

click here to enter new reference
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Space for comments.

Please, provide comments you might consider necessary to clarify any of your answers in this section:

Next
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TWAP Groundwater
  - Digital Questionnaire for Data Collection -

9. Legal aspects

Key variables and parameters:

Full Limited Bilateral Multilateral

Please, use the comments box at the end of the section if you need to clarify any of your answers and/or provide additional information to 

facilitate the data interpretation.

9.1.3. Negotiated but unsigned agreement exists 

<choose from list>

<choose from list>

9.1.1. Ratified agreement exist with:

9.1.2. Signed agreement exists with:

Status

9.1. Groundwater management legal framework [ESSENTIAL]                                                                   

Definition: Agreement  is any convention, protocol, final act, arrangement or general act between two states (a bilateral treaty) or a number 

of states (a multilateral treaty). [1]

The Scope  of an agreement or legislation can be "limited",  restricted to a specific part of the groundwater management process (e.g: 

monitoring and data collection), or can be "full",  in which case all aspects of groundwater management/governance are considered  in the 

agreement.

Select from the given options the ones that better represent the current state of the legal framework affecting the groundwater 

management in these  transboundary aquifer (system). If known, indicate the names and/or reference of the laws, agreements and/or 

relevant documents:

Extent of agreementScope
Title/reference of 

document

click here to enter new 
reference

Full Limited Full Limited
Status

9.2.1. Dedicated transboundary institution exists 

with:

9.2.2. National / Domestic institution exists with:

9.2.3. No institution exists with:

Mandate Capacity

9.1.3. Negotiated but unsigned agreement exists 

with:

Select from the given options the ones that better represent the current state of the institutional framework affecting the groundwater 

management in this  transboundary aquifer (system). If known, indicate the name and address of the institutions:

Please, specify the name 

and address of the 

institution:

<choose from list>

<choose from list>

Institution  in this context is any organization or agency etc. established at domestic, bilateral or multilateral level, which has the mandate 

and/or capacity to manage groundwater in a specific transboundary aquifer. 

Mandate of an institution refers to an institution with an official directive to manage transboundary aquifers. An institution whose directive 

states that it will comprehensively manage transboundary groundwater resources management has a "Full mandate.” An institution whose 

directive only includes specific aspects of the management process (e.g. monitoring) has a "Limited mandate". 

Capacity  of the institution is related to the competences, skills and finances of the organization to manage groundwater resources in 

transboundary aquifers. If the capacity of the institution enables the institution to adequately fulfil all its responsibilities according to the 

mandate, the institution would have "Full capacity." If this is not the case it's capacity should be classified as "Limited capacity".

9.2. Groundwater management institutional framework  [ESSENTIAL]

9.1.4. Agreement under preparation exists with:

9.1.5. No agreement exists
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Optional parameters and variables

Control measures

YES according 

to law/ 

regulations, 

and measure 

is also applied 

in practice

YES, but in 

practice 

limited 

application /  

implementati

on / 

enforcement

Law/ 

regulation in 

preparation

Implemented  

but not based 

on a law

Non existent

9.3.1. Groundwater abstraction 

permits/licence required

9.3.2. Obligatory studies e.g: 

Environmental Impact studies, 

consideration of indigenious 

people or other water users.

9.3.3. Obligatory monitoring by 

groundwater users

9.3.4. Monitoring by governement

9.3.5. Protected areas (with limited 

/ no groundwater abstraction)

9.3.6. Fines for violation of 

regulation

9.3.7. Taxes on wells (tax related to 

number of wells, but NOT related 

to volume abstracted)

<choose from list>

<choose from list>

<choose from list>

<choose from list>

<choose from list>

<choose from list>

<choose from list>

9.3. Control of groundwater abstraction [OPTIONAL]

Specify law / regulation 

as a reference

Please indicate which of the listed measures to control groundwater abstraction apply to your national segment of the transboundary 

aquifer apply (more than one answer possible):

click here to enter
new reference
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9.3.8.Taxes on groundwater 

abstraction (tax related to volume 

of water abstracted)

9.3.9. Restrictions on taxes on 

energy used for groundwater 

abstraction

9.3.10. Subsidies on water saving 

actions

9.3.11. Well retirement bonus

9.3.12. Public awareness raising

9.3.13. Subsidies on energy used 

for groundwater abstraction

9.3.14. Subsidies on wells

<choose from list>

<choose from list>

<choose from list>

<choose from list>

<choose from list>

<choose from list>

<choose from list>
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Control measures

YES according 

to law/ 

regelations, 

and measure 

is also applied 

in practice

YES, but in 

practice 

limited 

application /  

implementati

on / 

enforcement

Law/regulatio

n in 

preparation

Implemented 

but not based 

on a law

Non existent

9.4.1. Groundwater well drilling 

permits/licence required

9.4.2. Obligatory studies e.g: 

Environmental Impact studies, 

consideration of indigenious 

people or other water users.

9.4.3. Obligatory monitoring by 

groundwater users

9.4.4. Monitoring by government

9.4.5. Land use regulations for 

water quality protection

9.4.6. Groundwater protection 

zones

9.4.7. Regulations on the 

use/control/disposal of hazardous 

substances

9.4.8. Regulations on the disposal 

of waste

9.4.9. Regulations on water 

treatment
<choose from list>

<choose from list>

Specify law / regulation 

as a reference

9.4. Groundwater quality protection [ OPTIONAL]

<choose from list>

<choose from list>

<choose from list>

<choose from list>

<choose from list>

<choose from list>

<choose from list>

Are any of this measures applied for the protection of groundwater quality at national or transboundary level?

Please, choose the most suitable option in the following table:

click here to enter
new reference
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9.4.10. Regulations on the design 

and management of landfills

9.4.11. "Polluter pays" principle

9.4.12. Regulations to avoid 

contamination from closed/disused 

wells

9.4.13. Public awareness raising

<choose from list>

Space for comments.

Please, provide comments you might consider necessary to clarify any of your answers in this section:

<choose from list>

<choose from list>

<choose from list>

Next
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TWAP Groundwater
  - Digital Questionnaire for Data Collection -

10. Spatial information

1. Digital maps to be submitted

File Name(s)

Author(s)

Date

Below you find a list of digital maps and figures we would like you to submit together with this questionnaire. This information will be used 

to generate simple maps for each transboundary aquifer assessed in TWAP. 

We would appreciate if all the maps submitted fufill the following requirements, as IGRAC will only be able to process maps supplied in this 

format:

o Data type: Shape file (feature class) or Personal Geodatabase Feature Class

o Projected Coordinate System: Not projected

o Geographic Coordinate System:  World Geodetic System of 1984 (WGS 1984)

o Datum:  World Geodetic System of 1984

If the information is available but not in this format, please make sure coordinate systems and projections are specified in the table below. If 

time allows IGRAC will also process and include this information. Please, note that IGRAC will only be able to process the information if it is 

supplied in an editable format (geo-data base or shape file).

1. Map: Geo-referenced aquifer boundary

Map Datum

Coordinate System 

(including projection)

Other relevant 

information

File Name(s)

Author(s)

Date

Map Datum

Coordinate System 

(including projection)

Other relevant 

information

File Name(s)

Author(s)

Date

Map Datum

Coordinate System 

(including projection)

Other relevant 

information

Map showing location of cross sections:

3. Map: Delineation of main recharge zone(s)

2. Cross-section(s) of the aquifer
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File Name(s)

Author(s)

Date

Map Datum

Coordinate System 

(including projection)

Other relevant 

information

File Name(s)

Author(s)

Date

Map Datum

Coordinate System 

(including projection)

Other relevant 

information

File Name(s)

Author(s)

Date

Map Datum

Coordinate System 

(including projection)

Other relevant 

information

File Name(s)

Author(s)

Date

6. Map: Zone(s) of major pollution zones

4. Map: Main directions of groundwater flow direction

5. Map: Zones of major groundwater abstraction

7. Map: Zone(s) indicating occurence of saline groundwater, arsenic and/or fluoride
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Date

Map Datum

Coordinate System 

(including projection)

Other relevant 

information

File Name(s)

Author(s)

Date

Map Datum

Coordinate System 

(including projection)

Other relevant 

information

File Name(s)

Author(s)

Date

Map Datum

Coordinate System 

(including projection)

Other relevant 

information

9. Map: Groundwater dependent ecosystems

8. Map: Depth to groundwater table

Next
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TWAP Groundwater
  - Digital Questionnaire for Data Collection -

11. Final check

1. Check current amount of information

0 % ‐

Essential variables/parameters Optional variables/parameters

Thank you for your contribution to the Groundwater component of the Transboundary Waters Assessment Programme. On this page 

you can check the current status of your digital questionnaire before submitting.

To fulfil the minimum requirements of the TWAP Groundwater Component Assessment, we need you to fill out all the information for 

questions indicated as 'ESSENTIAL'. Therefore, check the table below to see if all the fields under "Compulsory variables/parameters" 

are in green (100%) before submitting the form. 

The more information about the aquifer we get, the better the assessment results will be. Therefore please, if you haven't completed 

all the information under "Optional variables/parameters", please have a final look to evaluate if you can still improve your 

contribution.

Transboundary Aquifers

0 % ‐

0 % 0 %

0 % 0 %

0 % 0 %

0 % 0 %Legal aspects

Aquifers Geometry

Hydrogeological aspects

Environmental aspects

Socio-economic aspects
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Thank you!!

Please provide your feed-back on the Data collection form:

Save Data submission form:

The form will be saved with the date: 18/02/2014

Thank you for your contribution to the TWAP Groundwater Component. The information you are supplying will be added to the 

global TWAP Groundwater Database and will contribute to increase the available knowledge on transboundary groundwater 

resources globally.

IGRAC and UNESCO IHP work together with a network of more than 200 national experts and 20 organizations around the world, to 

collect data and information on Transboundary Aquifers. We will inform you, when you will be able to access your contribution 

together with those of others through the TWAP Groundwater Information Management System. Prior to  publication IGRAC will 

perform basic quality/consistency checks to the data. If there are any questions related to the information provided we will contact 

you.

Please, send the generated file to your Regional Coordinator and IGRAC (e-mail addresses in 

The form will be saved with the name: TWAP_Submission_Form.xlsx

Click on "Save form" to create a simplied Excel form of the compiled data.The file will 

be automatically saved to the same folder / directory where the questionaire is located.

You do not need to send the original file of the questionnaire as this file is very large. We strongly recommend you to save this file 

for your own reference, as we might contact you if any clarification is needed.

Please, send the generated file to your Regional Coordinator and IGRAC (e-mail addresses in 

attached documentation) with all files of maps, cross-sections etc, in attachments. We will reply to 

you as soon as we receive the information.
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